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Covering: up to 2015
Over the last decade, the number of studies reporting the use of electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
(ESI-MS) in combination with collision cells (or other activation methods) to promote fragmentation of
synthetic and natural products for structural elucidation purposes has considerably increased. However,
the lack of a systematic compilation of the gas-phase fragmentation reactions subjected to ESI-MS/MS
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conditions still represents a challenge and has led to many misunderstood results in the literature. This
review article exploits the most common fragmentation reactions for ions generated by ESI in positive
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and negative modes using collision cells in an eﬀort to stimulate the use of this technique by non-
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specialists, undergraduate students and researchers in related areas.
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Introduction

The development of electrospray ionization (ESI) represents an
important advance in mass spectrometry. This technique allows
thermolabile and high-molecular-weight compounds, such as
biopolymers and proteins, to be ionized and transferred to the
gas phase, thus developing new applications in molecular
biology, medicine and plant metabolomics.1–3 The inuence
of ESI in chemistry was recognized in 2002 when John B. Fenn
(one of the scientists behind ESI development) won the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Since then, the coupling of liquid
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chromatography to mass spectrometry (LC-MS), which was
possible because of the nature of the ESI process (an atmospheric pressure ionization method), has expanded the diversity
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of molecules that can be analysed by mass spectrometry,
including a variety of small organic molecules.4
The scheme shown in Fig. 1 represents an overview of MS/MS
spectra results. Initially, the analyte is infused into the ESI
source for the charge generation (Fig. 1A); here, protonated/
deprotonated molecules can be produced by Brönsted–Lowry
acid–base reactions (protonation/deprotonation) and/or via the
Lewis acid–base mechanism (adduct formation by interactions
between cations or anions with neutral molecules). These “even
electron ions” (EE+ or EE) (Fig. 1B) typically display low
internal energy content; consequently, little or no fragmentation is oen observed in a MS spectrum of these ions.2 The
radical ions (“odd electron ions” or OEc+) produced by electron
ionization (EI) have much more internal energy, and their
fragment ions can be seen in a MS spectrum.2 Exceptions have
been extensively described in the ESI source by the loss of one
electron for some characteristic compounds, aﬀording odd
electron ions, which are called molecular ions (Fig. 1B).5 The
molecular ion formation is more prone to occur in positive
mode than radical anion formation in negative mode.6–9
Considering all the ionization possibilities presented in Fig. 1B
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Representative overview of MS/MS spectra results. (A) Representation of mass spectrometer structures. The ions are generated in the ESI
source in positive or negative mode (B). Depending of the ion type ((Mc+), [M + H]+, [M + metal]+, [M  H], [M  Cl]), after passing to the collision
cell, they may follow classical EI reactions, charge migration fragmentations or charge retention fragmentations (C) (negative radical anions may
occur in speciﬁc cases and are not represented). Diﬀerent collision cells (E), diﬀerent collision gases and diﬀerent collision energies (D) generate
diﬀerent spectra, as shown in the comparison of irinotecan (1) in CID and HCD and budlein A (2) in CID-QqQ and CID-TOF (E). An example of the
inﬂuence of diﬀerent collision energies can be seen in the fragmentation of 2,3-dihydroxycinnamic acid in positive mode.
Fig. 1

and the balance of the species formation, the structure elucidation step identies the nature of the ionization process in the
ESI source occurring with the analyte under study. The balance
of molecular ions (Mc+), protonated molecules ([M + H]+) and
cationized species (i.e., [M + Na]+) may provide relevant information about the redox potential, proton aﬃnity and stereochemistry of the analyte.3,5
As a so ionization method – which does not typically
promote higher source fragmentation (exception for molecular
ions) – ESI is commonly used in mass spectrometers equipped
with collision cells (or other activation methods) to induce fragmentation (Fig. 1A). A collision cell (or other related MS
component) generates a MS2 (or MS/MS) spectrum, and the
fragmented ions generated are detected in the second mass
analyser. These fragments can be used for structure elucidation
purposes. To achieve a better understanding of the reactions that
may occur under collision-induced dissociation conditions,
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a brief explanation and comparison between their operational
parameters are provided because it is possible to have the
same fragmentation reactions using a variety of activation
methods.
In tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), ions generated by
ESI can be selected in the rst stage of MS to collide with
molecules of an inert collision gas (Fig. 1D).10 This step is very
fast (between 1014 to 1016 s) and leads to an increase in the
ion's internal energy, promoting it to an excited state.11 Immediately aer the ion excitation, the unimolecular decomposition
is initiated and, as result, the activated selected ions (the
precursor ions) are converted into fragment ions (product ions)
in a collision energy-dependent manner following three major
classes of reactions (Fig. 1C).4,10,12 The fragmentation of odd
electron ions (molecular ions) are well described in several
important textbooks about electron ionization (EI-MS), such as
the McLaﬀerty compendium; therefore, it is not discussed in
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the present review.13 The fragmentation of protonated or
deprotonated molecules (positive and negative modes, respectively) can be classied into two major groups of reactions:
charge retention fragmentations and charge-migration fragmentations (Fig. 1C). Cationized molecules (and other related
species) normally fragment following charge retention fragmentation reactions. There are few examples of charge-migration fragmentations, most of them restricted to sulfate and
phosphate compounds.14,15 However, the restriction of a major
group of fragmentation reactions for cationized species does
not indicate that more structure information can be achieved
from protonated species (by the possible occurrence of both
groups of reactions). For some classes of compounds, especially
ionophores (polyketide antibiotics), the fragmentation reactions of sodiated species are much more informative than those
of its protonated molecules.16 Knowledge about the precursor
ion structure and its fragmentation reactions plays a key role in
the structure elucidation of natural and synthetic compounds
based only on ESI-MS/MS. Finally, Fig. 1D shows three examples
of gases that are typically used in collisional activation,
providing additional relevant information. As expected when
setting up the instrument conditions, the eﬃciency to transfer
the energy must be diﬀerent for each gas, according to the law
of conservation of momentum.11 Thus, the applied collision gas
must be considered for a comparative analysis of MS/MS spectra
because diﬀerent gases can cause diﬀerences in the ion intensities in the MS/MS spectrum.
Another important piece of information to be used for
a reliable analysis by mass spectrometry is the type of mass
analyser used in tandem mass spectrometry. MS/MS spectra can
gain information about aspects of the fragmentation processes
that occur by using diﬀerent mass spectrometers (Fig. 1E).
Thus, the conducted experiments using analysers such as Triple
Quadrupole (QqQ), Quadrupole-Time of Flight (QTOF), Ion
Trap (IT), Orbitraps, Fourier Transform Mass Spectrometry
(FTMS), and Higher Energy Collisional Dissociation (HCD)
fragmentation from trap analysers can induce less fragmentation ions.17–21
The energy involved during the dissociation process can be
used to support the formation suggestion for the most specic
ions. Experiments using diﬀerent activation methods, i.e.,
conventional low-energy CID, electron capture dissociation
(ECD) and electron transfer dissociation (ETD), or diﬀerent
analysers, i.e., sequential or tandem mass spectrometers, can
result in the observation of diﬀerent ions in the MS/MS or MSn
spectra.
The delay between the collision and the fragment detection
determines the intensity of the ions and provides a characteristic spectrum. The formation of metastable ions (ions formed
in the source that are decomposed before detection),22 rearrangements, proton migration and other mechanisms can
occur during the time-scale of the experiments. It is important
to observe that long-time analysers may show a diﬀerence in the
fragmentation behaviours compared with fast procedures. This
may be due to the competition of kinetic and thermodynamic
factors; thus, the most stable ion is occasionally not the most
intense ion (in fast procedures), probably because several initial

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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fragmentation reactions were required to aﬀord it. The combination between energy-resolved plotting, survival-yield methods
and computational calculations of fragmentation barriers is an
important tool to characterize some fragmentation processes
and non-homogeneous fragmentation behaviours in ESI-MS/
MS. However, these studies require time, computational cost
and accurate structural characterization. The use of the
concepts of reactivity and ion stability can also be important to
propose fragmentation mechanisms based on the main fragmentation reactions, as will be discussed in this article.
Other activation methods can eventually be used to provide
structure information in addition to that obtained from ESI-CID.
For example, the recently published results using natural products were evaluated in studies with the isomers of budlein A (2)
and centratherin by Sartori and co-workers,21 showing that HCD
elicits complementary fragmentation pathways in addition to the
CID available in Q-TOF and QqQ; indeed, it produces diagnostic
ions in the MS/MS spectra that aid the elucidation of metabolite
structure. Illustrative schematic spectra are presented in Fig. 1E.
HCD can improve the fragmentation in the low mass region, as
observed in CID using QqQ. Thus, HCD would be a complementary source for elucidation and characterization. Fig. 1E displays
two studies using CID (QqQ and QTOF) and HCD (Orbitrap). The
same eﬀect can be observed for irinotecan (1) fragmentation in
CID and HCD (Fig. 1E). Finally, trap machines sometimes can
have a blind zone that is approximately 15% of the total mass.
The classical method used to identify microcystin in ESI (positive
mode) is the observation of the side-chain cleavages with the
elimination of Adda moieties.23,24 This key fragment typically
occurs in positive mode at 135 mass units; however, for microcystin with a mass of over than 1000 mass units, sometimes it is
not possible to observe this key ion in trap machines, which can
lead to an incorrect interpretation for inexperienced users. Thus,
it is important to realise that diﬀerent analysers can show
diﬀerent results for the same molecule, and use the correct
strategy to have the maximum results.
Although diﬀerent fragments can be seen according to the
collision cell type and mass analyser, the reactions compiled
in this work can be observed in all collisional cells coupled to
ESI sources with diﬀerent analysers. It is also important to
note that the fragmentations described in this review were
selected to display a protocol for possible fragmentation that
occurs in mass spectrometry analysis of natural and synthetic
compounds.

2 Fragmentation reactions
rationalization for structural
elucidation
Understanding the fragmentation reactions of the precursor ion
is essential for the structural characterization of organic
compounds using ESI-CID-MS/MS data. Initial studies have
devoted special attention to standardize the reactions under
CID conditions, primarily those from atmospheric pressure
ionization techniques.25,26 These studies showed major reactions, and the mechanisms were derived from the functional
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groups, which are the fundamental keys to the mechanisms. For
studies with natural and synthetic products, however, the
overall system must be considered, so that the mechanism
involved cannot be suggested based solely on the functional
groups.
In the structure elucidation process based on ESI-MS/MS
data, the knowledge of the fragmentation reactions involved in
the formation of the peaks of the mass spectrum may provide
important information about the molecular structure and the
connectivity between the atoms. Isomer diﬀerentiation can be
performed using this technique, demonstrating its potential
and utility as a structure elucidation tool.27,28
Although there is an increasing number of studies reporting
proposed fragmentations, the lack of a systematic compilation
has led to errors in mechanism determinations. Eﬀorts have
been focused on dening the most important terms used in
mass spectrometry; however, compilations that include the
major fragmentation reaction classes remain scarce.22 The use
of the pioneers' reference materials is extremely valuable for the
interpretation of the data collected here.
When performing the rationalization of a fragmentation
pathway, it is important to remember that the proposed fragmentation processes must be based on organic chemistry principles. In the scientic literature, inadequate arrow representations,
such as those shown in Fig. 2, can be extensively observed. Two
diﬀerent curved arrow systems are available to represent the
electron movement in the mechanism of retro-heteroene reactions
(Fig. 4.3 and Section 5.4). However, considering that the highest
electron density is at the X atom, the representation shown in
Fig. 2a is the most appropriate; the representation in Fig. 2b is not
recommended because it depicts the electrons moving towards
the heteroatom, which is highly unlikely.
Other mechanisms can lead to misunderstandings when
isobaric fragment ions are generated (e.g., ions displaying
identical m/z values). Fig. 3 shows two possible mechanisms
leading to the same fragments: McLaﬀerty-type rearrangements
and remote hydrogen rearrangements. The energetically most
favoured process under CID conditions will depend on the
chemical structure. For example, the m/z 173 fragment ion of
deprotonated dicaﬀeoylquinic acid (3) can result from a remote
hydrogen rearrangement from m/z 191 (route a, Fig. 3, fragment
(3.2)).29 Alternatively, an isomeric fragment ion can be formed
directly from the precursor ion by a McLaﬀerty-type rearrangement (route b, Fig. 3, fragment (3.1)). Although the sixmembered transition state involved in the McLaﬀerty-type
rearrangement (route a) is lower in energy than that in the four-

Review

Competition between a remote hydrogen rearrangement and
a McLaﬀerty-type rearrangement in dicaﬀeoylquinic acids.

Fig. 3

centred transition state of remote hydrogen rearrangements
(route b), the formation of the m/z 173 (3.3) fragment ion
through route a is favoured because the process is driven by the
formation of a double bond conjugated with the carbonyl
group. Therefore, the basic organic chemistry concepts must be
considered not only to establish the fragmentation pathways
but also to choose the most likely one.
To contribute to a rationalization of the fragmentation
process, this review article aims to systematize the gas-phase
fragmentation reactions of organic micromolecules (with
a molecular mass of less than 5.000 u). For this purpose, the
gas-phase fragmentation reactions were systematically divided,
and examples from the literature are provided.
Here, the fragmentation reactions were divided into two main
groups: charge retention fragmentations (CRF) and chargemigration fragmentations (CMF). The terminology used illustrates the hypothetical even electron ions ABCDE+ or ABCDE,
where the letters represent an atom, a functional group, or even
several groups, such as an alkyl chain. This terminology is similar
to that adopted by Fred W. McLaﬀerty, which classies the gasphase fragmentation reactions of ions generated by electron
ionization (EI) and chemical ionization (CI).13

3 Charge retention fragmentations
(CRF)
Representations used to represent retro-heteroene (X ¼
heteroatom) reactions.
Fig. 2
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Charge retention fragmentations (CRF) are composed of a class
of reactions that results in fragment ions with the charge
located at the site identical to its precursor ion. Because CRF

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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typically occurs at a location that is physically remote from the
location of the charge and without its direct participation in the
mechanism, the term “remote site fragmentation” has also
been used to refer to this class of gas-phase fragmentation
reactions.30 The charge must be stable in its location and must
not be able to migrate to the reaction site; in addition, it has
minimal to no involvement in the reaction.11 The distance from
the charge site and the reaction site may inuence the competition between the CRF and CMF reactions.31 Normally, CRF
reactions proceed through concerted mechanisms and may
occur even at low collision energies, depending on the chemical
structure, ionization method, mass collision target and other
equipment parameters.32
CRF can be classied into nine main reaction mechanisms:
remote hydrogen rearrangements (Fig. 4.1), retro-Diels–Alder

Natural Product Reports

(RDA) reactions (Fig. 4.2), retro-ene reactions (Fig. 4.3), retroheteroene reactions (Fig. 4.4), charge remote fragmentations
(Fig. 4.5), aromatic eliminations (Fig. 4.6), other pericyclic
processes (Fig. 4.7), carbon monoxide eliminations from cyclic
carbonyl compounds (Fig. 4.8) and radical eliminations
(Fig. 4.9).
The rst mechanism of CRF is the remote hydrogen rearrangement (Fig. 4.1). This mechanism involves an intramolecular 1,2-elimination (or intramolecular b-elimination)
with the consequent formation of a new p bond in the detected
fragment ion (Fig. 4.1a) or in the eliminated neutral molecule
(Fig. 4.1b).
The second general reaction presented in Fig. 4.2 involves
a simultaneous reorganization of bonds via a cyclic transition
state. This type of reaction is called a “pericyclic reaction”

Fig. 4 General mechanism of charge retention fragmentations (CRF) (CS* ¼ charge site, which can be a positive or a negative charge).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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because the electrons ow around the outside of the ring. Cycles
containing a double bond can fragment via retro-Diels–Alder
(RDA) fragmentation reactions in which a six-membered ring
containing the double bond fragments undergoes a pericyclic
mechanism to yield a diene and a dienophile in a process that is
the reverse of the Diels–Alder reaction.
The stereospecicity and the concerted nature of the gasphase RDA fragmentation mechanism were investigated by
Denekamp and co-workers.33 The authors reported that cisfused bicyclic systems aﬀorded only cis-double bonds in the
charged or neutral cyclic product, originating from the noncyclohexene portion of the precursor (the original dienophile)
(Fig. 5a). However, the expected formation of the trans double
bond in the charged or neutral cyclic compound from transfused bicyclic systems, originating from the non-cyclohexane
portion of the precursor (the original dienophile), does not
occur because of the high energy requirements of a trans double
bond in small-sized rings (Fig. 5b). These results corroborated
the concerted nature of RDA fragmentations and the involvement of a favourable six-membered transition state. However,
the authors also found that for select compounds, the RDA
reactions occurred with partial stereospecicity or with no
stereospecicity. They concluded that the nature of the RDA
fragmentation reactions is strongly dependent on the structure
of the precursor ion.
Fig. 4.3 presents the retro-ene fragmentation reactions,
which involve a transfer of a g-hydrogen to an unsaturated
carbon via a six-membered transition state to yield both ene and
enophil as fragments. In most cases, these reactions proceed via
a concerted mechanism.34 Retro-heteroene fragmentation
reactions (Fig. 4.4) are similar to retro-ene reactions but diﬀer in
that an X–H bond (where X is a heteroatom, usually oxygen) is
formed instead of a C–H bond.
Fig. 4.5 shows a general fragmentation mechanism called
“charge remote fragmentation”. Although this term has been
used to refer to every reaction occurring away from the charge
site, in this review article, this term was used to describe a class
of charge-retention fragmentation reactions that involves a sixmembered cyclic transition state and leads to the elimination of
H2 and an olen (as rst described by Adams and Gross
(1986)).35–37
Another CRF explored in this review is a fragmentation
reaction that requires at least four conjugated double bonds
and a relative conformational mobility for its occurrence

Fig. 5

RDA fragmentation in small cis- and trans-fused bicyclic rings.
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(Fig. 4.6). This reaction leads to aromatic ring eliminations from
polyene systems; thus, it is named aromatic eliminations.
Considering that the energy barrier for the isomerization of the
double bonds is relatively low, polyenes ionized by ESI can
assume the conformation required for this reaction under CID
conditions so that a disrotatory ring-closure allowed by orbital
symmetry occurs.38,39 Subsequently, a pericyclic reaction will
realize a six-membered ring. Coughlan and co-workers showed
that this mechanism occurred using theoretical calculations.40
In addition to retro-Diels–Alder (RDA), retro-ene and retroheteroene reactions, a non-classic pericyclic cycloreversion
process involving cyclohexane rings has also been reported under
CID conditions. In this concerted process, three s-bonds are
broken, and three new p-bonds are formed, resulting in
the opening of the six-membered ring (Fig. 4.7a). However,
cycloreversion in compounds possessing a cyclohexane ring in
their structures is not a classical cycloreversion process because
no synthetic procedures based on the simultaneous use of
three alkenes to produce a cyclohexane were found. However, the
simultaneous elimination of H2O and two alkenes (for alcohols
with more than 4Cs) through a six-membered transition state
similar to that involved in the cycloreversion reactions in cyclohexane are well described in electron ionization processes.41
The sigmatropic rearrangements are pericyclic processes in
which a bond is broken while another bond is formed across
a p-system (Fig. 4.7b and c). In summary, an atom (or a group of
atoms) s-bonded to a carbon may rearrange its position
through one or more p-electron systems.42 Although this reaction has been reported to occur in ESI-CID experiments, it does
not produce any fragment ion because the total number of sbonds and p-bonds in the identical structure is maintained.
However, this process can produce more stable ions or lead to
a reorganization of the system to favour subsequent fragmentation processes.
A common fragmentation involving carbonyl compounds is
the CO elimination from cyclic carbonyl compounds. In principle, two mechanisms are possible for this type of CO elimination. The rst one (Fig. 4.8a) is a single-step mechanism that
involves simultaneous (concerted) bond breaking and bond
making events. This mechanism is the most oen cited in the
literature, notably for cyclic ketones. A second possible mechanism involves an equilibrium between the cyclic and ringopened structures, followed by an internal attack (Fig. 4.8b).
However, there is no theoretical evidence to support this
mechanism to date.
As previously discussed, select molecules can lose one electron under ESI conditions, producing molecular ions (oddelectron ions).43 In addition, for select compounds, their evenelectron ions generated in the ESI source can also produce
radical cations (odd-electron ions) by homolytic cleavage under
CID conditions. The fragmentation of radical species depends
on the charge and radical site, which is important for the
initiation of the proposed mechanism. Ions that exhibit separation between charge site and radical site are labelled as distonic ions (ions containing radical and ionic charges in
diﬀerent atoms in the same molecule). Fig. 4.9 shows the
mechanism for radical fragmentation.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Charge-migration fragmentation (CMF) reactions in positive (a)
and negative (b) ions.
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Fig. 6

4 Charge migration fragmentations
(CMF)
The CMF are fragmentation reactions in which the charge is displaced from the precursor ion. In general, CRF gas-phase reactions
of negative ions are similar to those of positive ions because they
occur in positions remote from the charge site. However, CMF in
negative ions signicantly diﬀer from those of positive ions. In
positive ions, CMF reactions usually eliminate a leaving group for
which the charge site was initially the location of a neutral molecule. However, the neutral loss from negative ions typically occurs
at the part of the ion structure that was initially charged (Fig. 6). In
this review, the charge-migration fragmentation of positive and
negative ions is discussed separately.

4.1

CMF for positive ions

The rst fragmentation reaction presented in the CMF section
for positive ions is a simple inductive cleavage involving the
heterolysis of a B–C bond in which AB bears the positive charge
(Fig. 7.1.1). The mechanism of this gas-phase fragmentation
reaction is similar to the ionization step of E1 and SN1 mechanisms; however, in this case, the solvent stabilizing eﬀect on the

Natural Product Reports

resulting fragment ion does not exist. For this reason, the
occurrence of this class of CMF reactions is strongly dependent
on the stability of the product ion. Eliminations of CO, H2O or
ROH by simple inductive cleavages can be favoured when they
result in resonance-stabilized allylic and benzylic ions.
Inductive cleavages can also occur when a heteroatom
bearing a lone pair is adjacent to the charge site in the resulting
fragment ion. This heteroatom can overlap the p orbitals of the
vacant orbital in the carbon, thereby stabilizing the structure of
the fragment ion (Fig. 7.1.2).13
The third CMF presented in positive ions are displacement
reactions, which are intramolecular processes in which the lone
pair of a heteroatom (Fig. 7.1.3a) or, eventually, the p-electrons
of an unsaturated group (Fig. 7.1.3b) of a neighbouring group
(e.g., a spatially close group) assists the elimination of the group
containing the positive charge, becoming a neutral molecule.13
The mechanism of these gas-phase fragmentation reactions is
similar to the anchimeric assistance that forms intermediate
ions (e.g., phenonium ions) in the solution phase. In this case,
however, no further nucleophilic attack is noted on the structure of the resulting cyclic ion.
A heteroatom with a lone pair can also assist the inductive
cleavage that leads to the elimination of the group bearing the
positive charge as a neutral group by removal of the b-hydrogen
(Fig. 7.1.4). The concerted nature of the reaction mechanism of
this class of fragmentation suggests a similarity to the E2
mechanism occurring in solution. In this case, however, the
process is unimolecular: the base and the leaving group (i.e., the
charged group in the precursor ion, which will be eliminated as
a neutral group) are in the same molecule.44 As a result of the
elimination assisted by b-hydrogen removal, a new p-bond is
formed in the resulting fragment ion.

Fig. 7 General mechanisms of charge migration fragmentations (CMF) in positive (7.1) and negative (7.2) modes.
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Fig. 7.1.5 presents the last fragmentation proposed in this
review for positive ions: the Grob–Wharton fragmentation. This
reaction breaks an aliphatic or alicyclic chain into three fragments.45,46 The group containing the positive charge (E) is
eliminated as a neutral molecule, whereas a new p-bond is
formed between the C and D atoms, which are also eliminated.
The positive charge in the product ion is stabilized by the lone
electron pair of the heteroatom, and the occurrence of this
reaction depends on the stability of the product ion. Considering that two bonds are formed and two other bonds are
broken in a Grob–Wharton fragmentation, the energy requirements for this reaction suggest a concerted mechanism because
the stabilizing eﬀect of the solvent on cationic or anionic
species (as reported for Grob–Wharton fragmentations in
solution) does not operate in the gas phase.
4.2

CMF for negative ions

The simplest fragmentation reaction involving negative ions is
an a-elimination in which the pair of electrons from the atom
bearing the negative charge (A) is used to form a new p-bond
with the adjacent atom (B) (Fig. 7.2.1). The bond between this
atom and the next atom (C) is then broken; thus, this latter
atom becomes negatively charged. Therefore, a-eliminations
are the simplest fragmentation process occurring with negative
ions in the gas phase.
The second reaction for negative ions is the “g-elimination”.
This term was adopted to refer to a general class of reactions in
which the neutral eliminated group has conjugated double
bonds (Fig. 7.2.2). The group that will bear the negative charge
in the product ion is usually in a g-position; however, 3- or even
z-eliminations can also occur, depending on the number of
double bonds between the group with the negative charge in the
precursor ion (A) and the group that will bear the negative
charge in the product ion (E).
Displacement reactions can also occur with negative ions
under CID conditions. The nucleophilic group involved in
anchimeric assistance must be spatially close to the electrophilic site. In contrast to positive mode, the negative charge is
transferred to the group being eliminated (Fig. 7.2.3).
Heteroatoms with lone electron pairs and other negatively
charged groups that provide anchimeric assistance in
displacement reactions can also act as Lewis bases and assist
the formation of product ions by removing the b-hydrogen from
the group that will bear the negative charge. This class of
fragmentation reactions results in the formation of a new pbond in the eliminated molecule (Fig. 7.2.4).
In this review article, examples for each type of CRF and CMF
were selected to show the process of these reactions and to
exemplify the characterization/elucidation of small molecules
by MS/MS.

5 CRF examples
5.1

Remote hydrogen rearrangements

The most typical remote hydrogen rearrangements are those
involved in dehydration reactions in compounds containing

440 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2016, 33, 432–455

Fig. 8 Remote hydrogen rearrangements involved in the dehydration
of saponins (a), diterpenes (b), glycosylated diterpenes and protonated
plumeran alkaloids with the loss of a chain side (d).

a hydroxyl group in their structures, such as saponins47 (4) and
neoclerodane diterpenes48 (5). The elimination of sugar from
glycosylated compounds, such as neoclerodane diterpenes (6),48
also occurs through remote hydrogen rearrangement (Fig. 8).
Although these reactions are one of the most prevalent
fragmentations in natural products, the relative intensities of
the product ions in the MS/MS spectrum are not always high.
The entropy factor places steric restrictions on the product
formation because of the tighter four-membered transition
state involved in this mechanism.13 However, these reactions

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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can be energetically favoured when the p bond formed is
adjacent to the charge site. Aguiar and co-workers reported
that remote hydrogen rearrangements are the major CID fragmentation of protonated plumeran alkaloids isolated from
Aspidosperma spruceanum.49 For these alkaloids (7), the rearrangements are driven by charge stabilization, and they result
in resonance-stabilized ion structures (Fig. 8d). Remote
hydrogen rearrangements have also been reported for phosphatidylglycerol,50 proteins51–56 and cyclic ethers.57
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5.2

Retro-Diels–Alder (RDA) reactions

RDA reactions play a key role in the identication of avonoids
and their derivatives.58–68 The analysis of the resulting fragments allows determination of the groups attached to the
structural core of avonoids and the structural variation in this
class of compounds. Rijke and co-workers69 considered RDA
reactions as the most important fragmentation reaction for
avones, dihydroavones, avonols and isoavones. The fragmentation in the C-ring may occur in all subclasses of

Fig. 9 RDA mechanisms involving the C-ring of ﬂavonoids (8–10) and proanthocyanidins (10) and sugar units in natural products (12). The
double bond present in the C-ring of ﬂavones, ﬂavonols, chalcones and isoﬂavones leads to an additional pathway (pathway c).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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avonoids, and the RDA mechanism may follow pathways a,
b and/or c (Fig. 9), according to the structural subclass.70,71 The
double bond present in the C-ring of avones (10), avonols,
chalcones and isoavones leads to an additional RDA mechanism compared with dihydroavones and dihydroavonols.
In proanthocyanidins (11) – the condensed tannins – the
group attached to the A-ring is usually another catechol unit,

Review

which plays an important role in the elucidation of proanthocyanidin dimers (Fig. 9).72–74 The sugar unit of natural products
may also fragment by RDA (12). Typically, a H2O loss precedes
the RDA fragmentation by remote hydrogen rearrangement,
forming an unsaturated moiety in the sugar unit (12.1), which
enables the RDA process (Fig. 9). It is important to observe the
preference of unsaturation formation between carbons 40 and 50
to form a more substituted alkene. Occasionally, the dehydrated
fragment is not detected. The resulting enol fragment (12.2)
presumably equilibrates to the keto form.75
The RDA fragmentation reactions are also reported for
terpenoids that display a cyclohexene moiety (Fig. 10). In
limonoids (13), the RDA occurs in the lactone ring as indicated
in Fig. 10a.76 In this case, the elimination of a carbonyl fragment
added to the elimination of a conjugated alkene (13.1) favoured
the RDA mechanism. In saponins (14), the RDA occurs in the
aglycone moiety, resulting in the major fragment ions of m/z 203
(14.2) and m/z 191 (14.1).77
This class of fragmentation reactions has also been reported
for isoquinoline alkaloids found in Chinese herbs78–80 (15). The
double bond of the aromatic ring gives rise to the RDA fragmentation in this case. Other cases include caﬀeine81 (16),
polyprenylated xanthones from Garcinia species82 (17), iridoids
porphyrins83 and spirolide marine toxins (Fig. 10).84,85
5.3

Retro-ene reactions

The retro-ene fragmentation pathways can be found in
deprotonated marine toxins (dinophysistoxins) (Fig. 11). In
these structure types, these reactions occur with the participation of the exocyclic double bond at the E-ring (18). The
negative charge is likely placed at the carboxylate moiety, but

Fig. 10 RDA fragmentation in terpenoids limonoids (a), saponins (b),
isoquinolinealkoloids (c), caﬀeine (d), and polyprenylated xanthones (e).
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Retro-ene fragmentation reactions in marine toxins (a) and
furanocoumarins (b).

Fig. 11
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other fragment ions suggest that the charge can migrate to
other less acidic sites due to the CID process. In addition to
the retro-ene reaction, other typical charge-retention fragmentations, such as RDA at the B-ring, were also reported for
these compounds.86
In natural products with a prenyl side chain, such as avonoids, coumarins, and quinonoids, the elimination of the
prenyl moiety involves a retro-ene reaction. Li and co-workers87
reported that retro-ene reactions involved in the elimination of
the oxygenated prenyl chain from protonated prenylated furanocoumarins (19) occurs through the participation of the
double bond of the aromatic ring and results in the fragment
ion of m/z 203 (Fig. 11b). The authors demonstrated that this
fragmentation pattern could help to identify and diﬀerentiate
a variety of substituents on C-5 and C-8.
A retro-ene reaction was also reported for long-chain unsaturated fatty acids, which helped to determine the double bond
position and has been discussed in several mass spectrometry
studies.88–92
5.4

Retro-heteroene reactions

In retro-heteroene reactions when A* (Fig. 4.4) is an oxygen
atom, retro-heteroene fragmentations are composed of two
major groups of reactions: McLaﬀerty-type rearrangements93
and retro-Aldol reactions.94 These reactions are common in
natural products possessing carbonyl groups in their structures,
such as ketones, esters, carboxylic acids and amides. Part of the
driving force for these reactions is provided by the formation of
the extremely strong O–H bond.13
McLaﬀerty-type rearrangements have been reported for
a diversity variety of natural products possessing carbonyl
groups. This reaction is also involved in the formation of the
fragment ions of polyether ionophore antibiotics (20) from

Fig. 12

Streptomyces sp. AMC 23 (Fig. 12a).93,95 Li and co-workers reported the occurrence of McLaﬀerty-type hydrogen rearrangements for the elimination of the prenyl chain from prenylated
furanocoumarins.87 In Fig. 12b, a gas-phase Claisen rearrangement is followed by a McLaﬀerty-type rearrangement, leading
to the elimination of the prenyl chain. This process is energetically favoured by re-aromatization of the B-ring. Other terpenoids with side chains can also exhibit McLaﬀerty-type
eliminations.21,96
In furanoheliangolides, such as budlein (22), this rearrangement occurs with the participation of the vinylic methyl at
the angelate ester and leads to the formation of the m/z 293
(22.1) product ion (Fig. 13).21
Benzoyl groups attached to the basic skeleton of natural
products are oen described as being eliminated due to
McLaﬀerty-type rearrangements. For example, these rearrangements were reported to be involved in the formation of benzoyl
amide (fragment ion, m/z 323, (23.1)) from steroidal alkaloids
found in Buxus papillosa (Fig. 13).83
One of the most common fragmentation processes in glycosylated natural products is the elimination of the sugar
moiety. When the aglycone unit has a carbonyl close to the
sugar, a McLaﬀerty-type rearrangement is expected to be
involved in this elimination. Fig. 14a illustrates the sugar loss
from chamaedryoside (24), a neo-clerodane diterpene isolated
from Teucrium chamaedrys, which has sterically favourable
conditions for the occurrence of a McLaﬀerty-type
rearrangement.48
Wang and co-workers studied the fragmentation of simvastatin (25) and lovastatin,97 two drugs responsible for lowering
plasma cholesterol levels (Fig. 14b). The authors reported that
the protonation occurred on the carbonyl oxygen of the lactone
moiety. However, under CID conditions, the proton migrates to

McLaﬀerty-type rearrangements in polyether ionophore antibiotics (a) and furanocoumarins (b).
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Retro-heteroene reactions in furanoheliangolides (a) benzoyl
eliminations in steroidal alkaloids (b).

Fig. 13

the ester oxygen, opening the ring. The protonation of the
carbonyl oxygen and further proton migration to the ester
oxygen with subsequent opening of lactone rings under CID
conditions have also been supported by thermochemical data
obtained through computational chemistry.98 The formation of
the m/z 243 (25.2) product ion of simvastatin and lovastatin was
proposed to occur from the m/z 303 fragment ion as a result of
a retro-aldol fragmentation.
This class of retro-heteroene fragmentation reactions is
oen reported for b-hydroxy carbonyl compounds such as
tetronasin (26), a polyether ionophore antibiotic isolated from
Streptomyces longisporus (Fig. 14c).99

5.5

Charge remote fragmentations

Charge remote fragmentations typically occur in compounds
possessing saturated long-chains, such as alkyl amines,
carboxylic acid, fatty alcohols, acids, and esters.32,100 In the case
of unsaturated fatty acids, allylic bonds are preferentially
broken by charge remote fragmentations, providing information about the double bond position and substitution sites
(Fig. 15a).37,101,102
Charge remote fragmentations were investigated in diacylphosphatidylcholines submitted in an oxidation process
through a Fenton reaction.90 The oxidation introduced two
hydroxy groups into the long chain, which were involved in C–C
cleavages by diﬀerent charge remote fragmentations, highlighting 1,3- and 1,4-eliminations (Fig. 15b–d).

444 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2016, 33, 432–455

Fig. 14 McLaﬀerty-type rearrangements involved in the eliminations
of sugar moieties in natural products (a) and retro-aldol fragmentation
reactions in simvastatin/lovastatin (b) and tetrosin (c).

5.6

Aromatic eliminations

Previous studies noted an unusual elimination of the aromatic
ring from select polyenes, such as carotenoids;38 retinoids;38
mycotoxins103,104 and macrocyclic compounds.38 A systematic
investigation of these reactions was performed by Guaratini and
co-workers; the authors found that the aromatic elimination
occurs in positive (protonated and sodiated molecules) and
negative (deprotonated molecules) ionization modes.38 In
addition, these elimination reactions were reported to occur
with molecular ions (M+c) generated by ESI and under CID
conditions, thus conrming that a CRF reaction is involved in
these processes.5
The similarities between the chemical properties of conjugated cyclic compounds (with no continuous p-orbital overlap)
and their acyclic counterparts are well established.12 Thus, the
identical valence tautomerism observed for cyclo-octatetraene105 at room temperature can also occur for acyclic
homologue structures.38 Finally, macrocyclic structures, such as

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 17

5.7
Fig. 15 Charge-remote fragmentation reactions in fatty acids (a), and
oxidized diacylphosphatidylcholines (b–d).

amphotericin and nystatin, conrm the in source isomerization
ability of cyclic structures to eliminate the identical neutral
groups. Structures such as rapamycin (31), which has only three
conjugate double bonds, can also obtain the minimum
requirements (four double bonds) aer methanol elimination
(Fig. 16).38

Pericyclic cycloreversions involving cyclohexane rings.

Other pericyclic processes

The rst cycloreversion process that will be discussed is a fragmentation involving cyclohexane rings. Recently, cycloreversions in cyclohexane rings in CID experiments were
reported for alkaloids (Fig. 17).49,106 In the case of diterpene
alkaloids (Fig. 17b), this cycloreversion leads to the formation of
the m/z 253 product ion. The elimination of C2H4 (28 Da)
requires distinguishing accurate-mass measurements from CO
elimination. Other examples may be found in molecules with
no double bonds in cyclohexane rings.77

Fig. 16 Fragmentation pathway of rapamycin, in which the initial intramolecular 1,2-elimination of MeOH yields the basic requirement for the
pericyclic aromatic elimination.
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Fig. 18 1,3-Shift rearrangements in diterpenes allowing sequential
water elimination through a stable carbocation.

Another important pericyclic process was recently reported
by Pinto and co-workers.107 The occurrence of these hydrogen
sigmatropic rearrangements was reported to occur during the
fragmentation of Velosia diterpenes.107 Water elimination was
reported from the rst ion, and the only possibilities without
a rearrangement are the formation of a cyclic alkene moiety or
a vinylic carbocation. Both proposals require severe restrictions
to occur; therefore, another process must be responsible for this
water elimination. Detailed analyses of a diterpene series
allowed the authors to conrm the 1,3-hydrogen shi by a sigmatropic rearrangement before the water elimination (Fig. 18).
Elimination of water from the initial ion structure could not
result in a stable ion structure. However, a 1,3-shi (sigmatropic
rearrangement) alters the double bond position, thus allowing
the ion to lose water by a remote hydrogen rearrangement.
5.8 Carbon monoxide eliminations from cyclic carbonyls
compounds
Several natural products contain cyclic ketones, lactones
and lactams moieties in their structures. Two elimination

Review

reactions may occur in this group: (a) water elimination aer
an internal addition or (b) CO elimination to aﬀord a ring
contraction product. Gates and co-workers prepared labelled
samples of erythromycin containing 18O to conrm the
water elimination mechanism aer carbonyl protonation.108
This unexpected reaction normally does not compete with
the CO elimination and occurs only under special conditions. However, the CO elimination due to a ring contraction
is a common process in terpenoids,109 iridoids,61 alkaloids,78,110 quinones, 111–113 and avonoids,114 among other
structures.
Fabre and co-workers published a systematic investigation of
avonoids in ESI-MSn (negative mode) and organized the fragmentation of the unusual losses of CO, CO2 and C3O2, in
addition to the retro Diels–Alder mechanism (RDA).115 Considering the CO elimination from the central ring, diﬀerent inuences are observed between avanones and avanonols (no
double bond between carbons 2 and 3) and avones and
avonols (with a double bond at carbons 2–3). This rst group
has the typical moiety expected for the general mechanism
proposed in Fig. 4.8. In this case, we presented in Fig. 19 the
possible initial equilibrium displayed in Fig. 4.8b, but both
reactions can occur (35 and 36). Furthermore, for avone and
avonols, the vinylic carbanion may restrict the CO elimination
for this mechanism, suggesting a displacement reaction similar
to that in Section 6.1.3.

5.9

Radical fragmentation

In radical fragmentation, the most common process that
converts an even-electron ion into an odd-electron ion is the
elimination of cCH3 from avonoids (in negative and positive
modes),116 antraquinones117 and terpenoids.118 To clarify
this process, Vessecchi and co-workers applied experimental
and computational analysis to calculate the energies of
the radical elimination of cH and cCH3 in isoavonoids.43
Radical species form above an Elab of 20 eV, and the calculated enthalpies of the cCH3 elimination were approximately
46 kcal mol1 for both of the methylated isoavonoids

Fig. 19 CO elimination in ﬂavonoids.
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Fig. 20 Biochanin A radical fragmentations. (a) The major pathway starts with cCH3 radical elimination. (b) The minor ion is produced by cH
elimination.

6

CMF examples

6.1

Charge migration fragmentations (CMF) in positive ions

6.1.1 Simple inductive cleavages. Dehydration by simple
inductive cleavages is a common process in the fragmentation
of many classes of natural products. This reaction is the
simplest fragmentation reaction and creates a positive charge in

Fig. 21 Asterin radical fragmentations. All sequential major fragments
observed in the spectra were products from the ion aﬀorded by cCH3
elimination.

analysed. These observations conrmed the radical elimination as a low energy process. For other non-methylated
isoavonoids, cH elimination from the deprotonated molecule [M  H  H]c can also occur but may require higher
energy than cCH3 elimination in methylated isoavonoids.43
Additionally, aer cCH3 or cH elimination, a second cH
elimination may occur to reinstate the closed-shell system
(Fig. 20).
The identical reaction for cCH3 was also observed in nonphenolic compounds, such as mycosporine-like amino acids
(MAA) (Fig. 21).119 Again, theoretical calculations in addition to
high-resolution mass spectrometry allowed a rationalization
of the gas phase mechanism. The authors applied natural
bond orbital (NBO) and atoms in molecules (AIM) calculations
to explain [(M + H)  15]+c in a MAA moiety. The ion was
generated by the cleavage of the ether bond through a reinforcement of the C(7; alkene)–O(14) bond and the consequent
weakening of the O(14)–C(15; methyl) bond (Fig. 21). For MAA
with an extra acid function, the characteristic methyl radical
loss was not observed in the positive mode.120 This result can
be easily explained because the homolytic cleavage was found
to be dependent on the weakening of the O–C bond aer the
protonation and on the CO2 elimination to reduce the anion
internal energy.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016

Fig. 22 (a) Dehydration in diterpenes by simple inductive cleavage. (b)
Eliminations assisted by adjacent heteroatoms in alkaloids and (c)
elimination of CO from diketopiperazines through a displacement
reaction.
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that possess carbonyl functions in their structures, mainly
esters, carboxylic acids and amides (40). In Fig. 22b, the
carboxyl group leads to the formation of acylium ions by
donating an electron pair and cleaving the C–N bond. This
cleavage produces the m/z 105 (40.1) product ion reported for
steroidal alkaloids isolated from Buxus species.122 Oxonium,
iminium and immonium ions can also be formed by inductive
cleavages assisted by adjacent heteroatoms.13
6.1.3 Displacement reactions. Displacement reactions are
a common fragmentation process that lead to CO elimination
from cyclic structures, such as lactones, lactams and avonoids.98,115,123 In these cases, the displacement reaction is
preceded by the cleavage of the acylic bond and the consequent
formation of the acylium ion. Theoretical analyses of synthetic
ve-membered ring lactones and lactams conrm this
proposal.98 In diketopiperazines isolated from Aspergillus fumigatus (Fig. 22c), the elimination of CO involves displacement
reactions promoted by a nitrogen atom.123
6.1.4 Inductive cleavages assisted by b-hydrogen removal.
Inductive cleavages that typically occur in organic compounds
are assisted by heteroatoms. Haldar and co-workers (2014) reported inductive cleavages assisted by b-hydrogen removal in
Fig. 23 Inductive cleavages assisted by b-hydrogen removal in triterpenes (a and b) and alkaloids (c).

the detected fragment. Fig. 22a presents a dehydration by
simple inductive cleavage in abietane-type diterpenoids (39) in
which the elimination leaves a positive charge in the aglycone
unit (39.1).121
6.1.2 Inductive cleavages assisted by adjacent heteroatoms. The most common inductive cleavages assisted by
adjacent heteroatoms are those occurring in natural products

Fig. 24 Grob–Wharton fragmentation in polyketide (a) and diketopiperazines (b).
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a-Eliminations in cyclopentenoneoxylipins (a), fatty acids (b)
and methoxybenzoate anions (c).

Fig. 25
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a-Elimination in polyketides leading to the formation of the
resonance stabilized m/z 675 product ion.
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triterpenoid congeners of salannin (42). This fragmentation
mechanism is involved in the formation of the m/z 339 product
ion (42.1) in which the carbonyl group removes a hydrogen from
B-ring and facilitates the elimination of the D-ring with the
furan ring (Fig. 23a).124
This class of fragmentation reactions can also be involved in
the formation of intermediate ion structures of salannin-like

Natural Product Reports

triterpenoids (Fig. 23b). In the rst step of this reaction, an
inductive cleavage assisted by b-hydrogen removal of the oxygen
atom occurs to break a carbon–carbon bond. This facilitates the
second step of the reaction, which is promoted by a simple
inductive cleavage to generate the fragment m/z 147 (43.2).
In alkaloids such as sophoridine (44), the nitrogen acts as
a basis for the removal of the b-hydrogen of the protonated
nitrogen; this protonated nitrogen is in the detected fragment
m/z 152 (44.2), which is formed in the second step by a remote
hydrogen rearrangement.125
6.1.5 Grob–Wharton fragmentation. Grob–Wharton fragmentation reactions are commonly reported for oxygenated
metabolites derived from the polyketide pathway.16,94,126 In the
fragmentation of oligomycin A (Fig. 24a), the successive retroaldol reactions result from Grob–Wharton fragmentations. In
piperazines isolated from Aspergillus fumigatus, such as (L)-Pro–
(L)-Leu, the formation of the m/z 98 product ion also results
from a Grob–Wharton fragmentation (Fig. 24b).

Fig. 27 a-Eliminations resulting in the loss of CO in ﬂavonoids (a) and abietane-type diterpenes. g-Elimination in antraquinones (c) and z-

elimination in ﬂavonoids (d).
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Charge migration fragmentations (CMF) in negative ions

6.2.1 a-Eliminations. The a-elimination is a typical elimination mechanism of CO2 from deprotonated natural products
due to the presence of a carboxyl group in their structures. For
example, oxylipins [i.e., oxidized fatty acids involved in inammation (prostaglandin), cell proliferation and other important
functions] have been reported to result from an a-elimination
(Fig. 25a).127 In the case of hydroxyl fatty acids (Fig. 25b) such as
those biosynthesized by Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the decarboxylation occurs simultaneously with the hydrogen removal
from the hydroxyl group. Therefore, the negative charge
remains at the oxygen atom.128
The elimination of formaldehyde from deprotonated
compounds containing methoxyl groups attached to aromatic
rings has been reported for many classes of natural products.
Herath and co-workers129 investigated the fragmentation of
deprotonated dimethoxybenzoic acid derivatives and proposed
that the elimination of carbon dioxide and formaldehyde
involves a-elimination (Fig. 25c). For natural products possessing functional groups more acidic than methoxyl, the
elimination of formaldehyde is likely to be preceded by proton
transfer under CID conditions.
The a-eliminations can be energetically favoured when the
negative charge in the product ion is stabilized by resonance. In
Fig. 26, the structure of the resonance stabilized enolate ion (m/
z 675) resulting from an a-elimination is similar to those of
products of retro-aldol reactions.94
Eliminations of CO from negative ions can also result from
a-elimination fragmentation reactions. In Fig. 27a, the simultaneous eliminations of CO (28 u) and C8H4O3 (148 u) from the
avonoid structure results in the m/z 109 product ion, which is
stabilized by resonance.
Musharraf and co-workers investigated the fragmentation of
abietane-type diterpenoid salvialeriafone and related compounds

Fig. 29 Eliminations
phosphatidylinositol.
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using high-resolution electrospray ionization tandem mass
spectrometry (HR-ESI-MS/MS).121 The authors reported the
formation of the m/z 269.15470 product ion from its m/z 297.1462
precursor ion involving the formation of a three-centred intermediate ion, from which the CO elimination occurs by a-elimination (Fig. 27b).
6.2.2 g- and 3-eliminations. g-Eliminations have been reported for select classes of natural products with conjugated
double bonds in their structures, such as antraquinones and
avonoids. In Fig. 27c, a g-elimination from deprotonated
anthraquinone forms the m/z 137 product ion, which is stabilized by resonance.130
In avonoids (Fig. 27d), the fragmentation in the C-ring
resulting from a 3-elimination or z-elimination in addition to
the typical RDA fragmentation allows the identication of
substituents attached to the rings.131
6.2.3 Displacement reactions. Hsu and Turk demonstrated
displacement reactions in the fragmentation mechanism of
diacylglycerophosphaticid acid (GPA) in negative ion mode
(Fig. 28a).132 Based on the intensity of monitored deuterated
ions, the authors found that displacement reactions were
dependent on steric factors. In deprotonated glycerophosphocholines, such as those in Fig. 28b, a displacement
reaction is involved in the formation of the m/z 224 fragment
ion.133 These fragmentation reactions have also been reported
for diacylglycerols (DAG), such as 1-stearoyl-2-palmitoyl-snglycerol (Fig. 28c).134
6.2.4 Eliminations assisted by b-hydrogen removal. Eliminations assisted by b-hydrogen removal can occur in phosphatidylinositol and their derivatives (Fig. 29), where the phosphate
group acts as a base (nucleophile) and removes the a-hydrogen
of the carbonyl ester, leading to the m/z 571 product ion by an
elimination assisted by the b-hydrogen.48,135

7

Fig. 28 Displacement reactions in diacylglycerophosphaticid acid (a),
glycerophosphocholines (b) and diacylglycerols (c).

assisted

CRF versus CMF

The competition between CRF and CMF reactions in the gas
phase under CID conditions has been investigated for select
classes of organic compounds, and the eﬀects of this competition
have been reported. In cases in which CRF and CMF originate
from the identical fragment ion, experiments using isotopic
exchange are mandatory. This strategy was used by Cydzik and coworkers to investigate the competition between CRF and CMF in

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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glycerophosphoethanolamine.

Fig.

CRF

and

CMF

in

peptides derivatized as quaternary ammonium salts.136 According
to the MS/MS spectra obtained from peptides containing deuterium in place of all the exchangeable hydrogen atoms, the
authors demonstrated that both CRF and CMF reactions occur in
the fragmentation of these compounds.
Hsu and Turk investigated the fragmentation pathways of
diacylglycerophosphoethanolamine and the inuence of steric
eﬀects on the competition between CRF and CMF reactions.132
In Fig. 30, the conguration of the double bond plays a key role
in this competition: removal of the a-carbonyl hydrogen by the
phosphate group follows the CMF route and produces the m/z
140 fragment ion, whereas for the CRF route, the carbonyl must
remove a vinylic hydrogen through a McLaﬀerty-type rearrangement. The E (trans) conguration favours the McLaﬀertytype rearrangement and does not allow removal of the acarbonyl; therefore, the m/z 176 product ion is not observed.
However, the Z (cis) conguration favours the a-carbonyl
hydrogen removal and does not allow the McLaﬀerty-type
rearrangement.
Select authors have reported the eﬀect of the structural
stability of the product ion reaction pathways between CRF and
CMF. Denekamp and co-workers137 investigated the fragmentation of triphenylphosphonium cations using molecules with
diﬀerent substituents at the aromatic ring. The authors

Fig. 31

Competition between CRF and CMF in triphenylphosphonium

cations.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016

reported that an electron withdrawing group (e.g., NO2) in the
para position favoured CRF reactions (Fig. 31a), whereas electron releasing groups (e.g., CH3) at the identical position favoured the CMF reactions (Fig. 32b). The tendency of electron
releasing groups to favour CMF reactions is related to their
ability to stabilize the positive charge in the transition state
involved in the cleavage of the benzylic bond.
Quirke and van Berkel investigated the competition between
CRF and CMF in alkyl 1-methylpyridinium ether derivatives of
alcohols.138 The authors established a correlation between the
occurrence of CRF/CMF and the nature of the substituent
attached at the side chain. When the substituent at the side
chain can generate a stable fragment ion, CMF reactions are the
predominant fragmentation reactions (Fig. 32a). When the side
chain exhibited a g-hydrogen, a retro-ene reaction produced the
m/z 110 product ion, which is the most intense in the MS/MS
spectrum (Fig. 32b).
In natural products, a good example of the competition
between CRF and CMF is the water elimination from protonated diterpene alkaloids.106 This elimination can result from
a remote hydrogen rearrangement (CRF) or a single inductive
cleavage (CMF) (Fig. 32c). When water is eliminated by a CMF
reaction, a proton migration from the nitrogen atom to the
oxygen of the hydroxyl group under CID conditions appears to
be involved and results in a product ion stabilized by resonance.

CMF and CRF reactions in alkyl 1-methylpydirinium ions (a and
b) and competition between CRF and CMF in diterpenealkaloids (c).

Fig. 32
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Review

Suggested steps for structural elucidation using MS fragmentation.

8 Concluding remarks
In this review, the aim was to furnish details of the possible gas
phase fragmentation reactions involved in MS/MS experiments.
Based on our compilation, it is important to understand that
diﬀerent collision gases and energy transfers, in addition to
other parameters, may change the expected ion formation.
Diﬀerent classes of compounds can be analysed using electrospray mass spectrometry in the positive or negative ion modes,
depending on their chemical structures. The fragmentation
reactions observed are dependent on the structural core. It is
important to reinforce the importance of working with the mass
diﬀerences rather than attempting to dene the reactions
involved in each fragment formation.
In this work, the readers can nd general mechanisms and
examples to understand the fragmentation reaction types that can
occur in the gas phase. However, in the fragmentation rationalization processes depicted in Fig. 1, the understanding of the
mechanism must be combined with the knowledge about the
identity of the ion types that may be generated in the ionization
source. Thus, the general mechanisms of charge migration fragmentation (CMF) and charge retention fragmentation (CRF)
reactions (Fig. 4 and 7) proposed in this review can provide valuable information about the structural requirements the molecule
must have to proceed through each reaction and can help the
readers identify structural features in the analytes of interest.
Finding the description of fragmentation mechanisms to
support identication in the literature remains challenging,
and basic concepts in organic chemistry are not always
considered when proposing the product ion structure from its
precursor ion, resulting in erroneous interpretations. Therefore, we recommend that inexperienced users employ Fig. 33 to
remember the important steps before dening a new structure

452 | Nat. Prod. Rep., 2016, 33, 432–455

by ESI-MS/MS. Finally, this review aims to help readers interested in the structure elucidation of synthetic and natural
products using ESI-CID-MS/MS and LC-MS/MS to propose
reasonable fragmentation mechanisms based on organic
chemistry principles.
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